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Cn June 17, l'386 at 0840, the Containment Vacuum Relief System Valves opened
while the Containment Vessel and Drywell Purge Systen (CVDPS) was running in
the refuel mode. Prior to the event air flows were adjusted for the,
Containment Vessel and Drywell Purge System in preparation for the performance
et the Plant Environmental preoperational test. The Containment airlock doors
were open allowing air flow into the Containment Duilding. When the airlock
doors were closed for the continuation of the preoperational test, a vacuum
was created in containment which resulted in the opening of the Containment
Vacuum Relief Valves. The control room operators instructed technicians to
re-adjuut the Containment Purge System in order to restore prensure. At 0921,
the vacuum was relieved and the Containment Vacuum Relief Valves were closed.

The root cause of this event was a tenign problem in the Containment Vousel l

and Drywell Purge Systems' supply cnd exhaust flow control logic. A design
chanje will be incorporated which will enable the systen to maintain a ntable
containment pressure. In addition, the current procedure governing the
evaluation of denign discrepancies has been revised to clarity the need for
followup action to climinate unnecessary safety system actuations.
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On June 17, 1986 at 0840, the Containment Vacuum Relief System Valves (BF)
opened while the Containment Vessel and Drywell Purge System (CVDPS)(VB] was
running in the refuel mode. The plant was in Operational Condition 5
(Refuel): reactor coolant temperature was approximately 100 degrees and
reactor vessel pressure was atniospheric.

Prior to the event the CVDPS air flows were adjusted in preparation for Plant
Environmental preoperational test activity. This test is intended to evaluate
integrated plant ventilation. The system was maintaining flows consistent
with those established during the CVDPS preoperational phase acceptance test.
In this condition, the exhaust fans were exhausting more air than supplied by
the supply fans. Throughout this time the Containment Building airlock doors
[AL] were open and air was flowing through them into the Containment Building.
At approximately 0815, flow adjustrrents were completed and the airlock doors
subsequently closed to support the contir.uation of the Plan. Environmental
preoperational test. The system continued to exhaust more air than was being
taken in by the supply fans thereby increasing the vacuum in the Containment
Building. At 0840, the vacuum increased to the Containment Vacuum Relief
Valves (RV) design setpoint and the valves subsequently opened.

The control room operators, alerted by Control Room annunciators (ANN],
determined that the vacuum was caused by operation of the CVDPS. They then
instructed the technicians to readjust the air flow as necessary in order to
relieve the vacuum and close the vacuum relief valves. At 0921, the vacuum

had been relieved and the vacuum relief valves were closed.

The root cause of this event was a design deficiency. The CVDPS cupply and
exhaust flow is regulated by flow sensors located in the respective fan
plenums. Since the Containment Building is essentially an airtight structure,
the slight differences between the total supply air and the total exhaust air
flow raten resulted in an increasingly negative pressure which eventually
caused the Containment Vacuum Relief Valves to open. The flow control logic
maintained the flow through the respective fan plenums at the set air flow
values without correcting for the decreasing pressure. In addition, when
Engineering approved the system acceptance tent air flow values it was noted
that normal system operation in the refuel mode would cause a slight vacuum,
llowever, Engineerirm i i t led to consider that unnecessary safety system
actuations could result

The Containment Vacuum Relief System is designed to prevent any pressure
dif fereratial acting inward on the containment vessel from exceeding the d" sign
/alues of 0.8 psid. During this event the relief valvoo opened as designed at
. css then 0.1 psid. It is unlikely that this condition could have occurred
c uring power operation since the Plant Environmental preoperational test was
performed to identify and correct these type of problems. In addition, this
made of CVDPS operation is not used other than during shutdown / refuel
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conditions. Consequently, this event had no satety significance. No
previous similar events were identified.

In order to correct the design deficiency and prevent recurrence, a design
change will be incorporated which will enable the CVDPS system to maintain a
stable containment pressure. The design change will change the flow control
logic on the CVDPS supply trains from a system based on fan plenum air flow to
a system based on containment differential pressure. The CVDPS exhaust
trains' flow control logic will continue to regulate exhaust air flow by means
of exhaust tan plenum air flow. In addition, the current' procedures governing
the evaluation of design discrepancies have been revised to clarify the need
for followup action to eliminate unnecessary safety system actuations.

Energy Industry Identification System Coden are identified in the text as
(XX).
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